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I

n the US alone, pharmaceutical companies spend around $7 billion a year on clinical trials for drugs;
all this in a global market where increasing competition and pressure on healthcare financing are both
impacting on margins and profitability.

One solution for pharmaceutical companies lies within the clinical trials themselves. If only you can
communicate the trial findings to the right people, in the right way, you can benefit from this huge
investment and add significant value to your product range and your brand.
Successfully Marketing Clinical Trials Results is a comprehensive guide for every marketing professional
faced with the challenge of using marketing to convert scientific data into sales. The book offers you
practical knowledge on how to use medical research data to maximise the revenue from your products.
In this book are answers for everything from how to handle
class-effect questions to developing a shared brand
vocabulary. There are plenty of vivid examples and real-life
applications to reinforce the ideas. Cases studies illustrate
solutions to problems; checklists and tips will help with
implementing the suggestions and recommendations.
Günter Umbach has distilled the essence both of 25 years’
experience in the healthcare market and of his highly
successful seminar series on marketing clinical trials into the
professional advice given in this book.
The text is accompanied by a CD ROM containing
detailed Powerpoint slides supporting each of the (over
300) techniques that you can use in your marketing team
meetings to develop great ideas of your own.
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Selected reviews
‘Weaving together all the threads in a seamless how-to guide for pharmaceutical product managers’.
David Spencer, Ph.D., Chief Operating Officer Biolex Inc., USA
‘An illuminating look at the do’s and don’ts of effectively communicating clinical trial results.’
Ian Talmage, Executive Vice President, Various healthcare companies worldwide
‘Delivers the essentials for success in medical marketing.’
Alain Rusterholtz, Director Conseil d’Entreprises, France
‘Shows how to increase the value of the brand and maximise return on investment.’
Mike Gibbs, Chief Executive Officer, Sherborne Gibbs Limited, UK
‘...great real-world examples, very useful to any marketer.’
Editor, Pharma Relations
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